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Research Objectives:
The overall goal of the research is to find diagnostic measurements that reliably indicate changes in the dynamics of hypersonic flow paths -scramjet engines in particular. Of primary interest are measurements that serve to indicate that gross changes in flow behavior are about to happen. A priori it is not known if such measurements exist. Local values of state variables (temperature, pressure, velocity, etc.) will necessarily follow changes. The question is whether or not some particular combination of state variables or an additional measureable quantity(ies) can serve as a precursor of impending dynamic changes. Most interesting for hypersonic engine control are changes in isolator margin, inlet mass capture, and performance (thrust, combustion efficiency, etc.) To meet this goal we have pursued the following research objectives:
• Determine if an upstream propagating "signal" can be found in the subsonic portion of the boundary layer that precedes gross changes in isolator margin. • Identify measureable quantities other than thermodynamic state variables that indicate changes in flow dynamics prior to state variable changes. • Assess the ability of in-stream optical measurements along a few lines of sight at both the isolator entrance and combustor exit to follow changes in flow and heat release and accurately identify the engine state.
Technical Summary:
The scientific literature reflects a lot of careful work by numerous researchers in addressing the receptivity of boundary layers to perturbations. Essentially all of this work dealt with situations in which the perturbation co-propagated with the flow. In a very few instances, researchers in quiet tunnels have noted that disturbances can travel upstream in the subsonic region of laminar boundary layers. We are addressing the question of whether or not similar disturbance propagation can occur in separating and/or turbulent boundary layers. Most importantly from the perspective of flowpath control is whether or not such "signal" propagation might precede a gross change in flow dynamics. For example, a fundamental question regarding a hypersonic combusting flow is whether or not a transient in heat release (that eventually pushes the attendant shock train farther forward in the isolator) manifests itself as a disturbance propagating upstream in the boundary layer ahead of the movement of the shock train.
To address the above fundamental question of upstream propagation of disturbances we conducted two optical experiments in a non-reacting Mach 2 flow. The measurements were made in a rectangular-cross-section constant-area duct. Lowpower, continuous-wave (cw), diode-laser beams (0.5 mW, 1.4 µm) were directed spanwise across the floor of the duct just above the floor surface so as to completely lie within the boundary layer. (Previous research had shown the boundary layer momentum thickness in this flow to be about 5 mm. The laser beam diameter was <2 mm.) A controlled downstream disturbance was generated in two ways. First, a pulsed, frequency-doubled, Nd:YAG laser (1.5 J/pulse, 532 nm) was focused into the core flow Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
above the boundary layer about 30 mm downstream of the cw beams. The focused pulsed energy generated a consistent repetitive laser spark with an accompanying cylindrical shock wave at 10 Hz. Upstream, at the location of the cw beams, the passage of the shock-driven disturbance was detected as a momentary transient loss in beam transmission due to aero-optic beam steering. The time-resolved transient transmission loss showed a sharp leading edge (<1 ms) with a recovery time on the order of 5-6 ms. Our working explanation for this observation is that the cylindrical shock wave emanating from the spark impinges on the boundary layer downstream of the spark and disturbs it in such a way that a small pressure wave propagates upstream in the subsonic region of the boundary layer. This wave then leads to the transient in the optical transmission signal.
In the second experiment, the cw diode laser beams were again placed span-wise within the boundary layer just upstream of an injection port oriented normally to the duct floor. The port was fed with the effluent from a small pulse detonation device. Repetitive firing of the detonation device introduced transient plumes of injected hot gases into the core flow. The complex fluid dynamics led to a transient disturbance of the boundary layer that propagated upstream. Similar to the original experiment, the time-resolved transmission of the diagnostic cw beams was affected by this behavior. The affect was more subtle and detection was achieved by monitoring the derivative of the intensity fluctuations in the transmitted beam. In both experiments a 100% correlation was achieved between the disturbing event and the transient beam transmission behavior. These observations naturally lead to many questions regarding the characteristics of the disturbance (energy deposited, frequency spectrum of disturbance, damping distance, etc.) that yield detection upstream in the boundary layer and whether or not these manufactured disturbances are commensurate with those that would occur due to dynamic heat release in a combustor.
Observation of the transients in the proof-of-concept experiments led us to look for similar transients in an axisymmetric flow-path using optical lines of sight that lie in the axial symmetry plane. As such, the beams pass through the boundary layer (on both sides) as well as the core flow. Experiments were conducted in the isolator of a model scramjet engine operated in direct-connect mode. Two cw diode laser beams weredirected across the flow at the entrance to the isolator just downstream of the facility nozzle. The near-infrared beams were frequency tuned across water absorption features such that both a resonant and non-resonant transmission signal could be recorded at a rate of 1 kHz. The resonant part of the signal was post-processed to extract temperature and velocity while the non-resonant portion was examined for fluctuations indicating transient beam steering. Data was collected over various engine operation conditions in which transients were introduced into the isolator via changes in fuel schedule or mass injection. A series of high-frequency pressure transducers located at evenly spaced axial locations between the combustor cavity and the facility nozzle were used to study the dynamics of the shock train structure during these transient combustor events. They revealed the propagation speed of the gross shock movement to be on the order of a few percent of the axial core velocity. Approved for public release; distribution unlimited.
Analysis of the optical data was done in various ways. First the resonant absorption signal was analyzed to yield the time-dependent temperature. Second the rms fluctuations in the intensity of the non-resonant signal were determined as a function of time. Time series histories of these two quantities and their derivatives (with respect to time) were analyzed. By plotting the temperature as a function of time delay, T(t+δt), versus the temperature at time t, T(t), for particular fixed values of the delay we find that the data lie in groupings. A specific example is shown in Fig. 1 . What is noticeable is that during the transition period between the before and after thermodynamic states, the locus of points moves from the green to the red through the blue. The implication is that monitoring for points in the time series delay map that lie in the blue provides a precursor signal to a gross fluid behavior. For another engine test, the first and second derivatives of the rms deviations of the non-resonant signal begin to change before the derivatives of the state variable (temperature) change (see Fig. 2 ). This may reflect dynamic changes in the boundary layer that precede those in the core flow.
The intrinsic density/entropy fluctuations in supersonic boundary layers can be quite short in time -on the order of tens of microseconds. We therefore sought data acquired at higher rates than that just discussed. A separate two-input channel DAQ was implemented for data collection during one run night. This DAQ recorded the photodetector signals at a rate of 100 MHz while two diode lasers were swept (frequency-tuned) repetitively at 10 kHz. Due to some limitations with this hardware, the data collection was done asynchronously with respect to the usual run data set.
Consequently we chose to acquire optical transmission signals in the isolator at set engine conditions and look for "fingerprints." Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. Primarily, the nonresonant portions of the transmission signal were examined using the time-lag maps and derivative methods noted above along with the autocorrelation of the signal. The nonresonant signals were processed by first removing the mean. The resulting fluctuations about "zero" were averaged to obtain root-mean-squared (rms) values (and concomitant standard deviations). Numerical first, second, third, and fourth derivatives were calculated along with the autocorrelation. The autocorrelations displayed a similar shape for each engine state. It peaks for zero time delay and then smoothly decays to negative values; reaches a minimum and then rises to a steadystate level. As the engine state changes the 1/e time, and the first zero crossing and minimum signal times change. In Table 1 we report these characteristic times as well as the rms mean and standard deviation of the signal.
In the table, numerical entries appear for six engine states at Mach 4 flight enthalpies.
The data was collected in the optical calibrator just downstream of the facility nozzle. The autocorrelation function consistently showed a single negative minimum (anticorrelation) which is displayed in the table along with the 1/e and first zero crossing times. Each column denotes a separate engine state -ten diode laser sweeps were averaged together. For those columns labeled "avg," each of the sweeps in the sequence was itself an average of ten serial recordings of the photodetector signals.
The first column indicates values for the relatively quiescent flowpath -the exhausters are on but the vitiator is not. It exhibits the lowest rms fluctuations in the transmitted signal. The autocorrelation function consistently showed a single negative minimum (anticorrelation) which is displayed in the table along with the 1/e and first zero crossing times. Each column denotes a separate engine state -ten diode laser sweeps were averaged together. For those columns labeled "avg," each of the sweeps in the sequence was itself an average of ten serial recordings of the photodetector signals.
The first column indicates values for the relatively quiescent flowpath -the exhausters are on but the vitiator is not. It exhibits the lowest rms fluctuations in the transmitted signal.
High and low margin labels on the columns in this table refer to the relative location of the leading edge of the shock train within the isolator. Low margin means the shock train leading edge is located upstream near the facility nozzle. Attention should be paid to the last two columns which cover two fueled engine states with low and high margins and minimal signal averaging. There is a marked contrast between the two cases. The low margin state exhibits a greater rms fluctuation in the transmission signal and equally interesting the autocorrelation signal shows increased correlation in the form of a longer 1/e correlation time and a greater delay in the first zero crossing and location of the minimum. This indicates local fluid behavior with more "structure" in time than its highmargin counterpart. This could be explained by the presence of larger physical structures in the boundary layer of the low margin case.
Examination of the numerical derivatives (with respect to time) of the transmission fluctuations indicate no structure in the first, third, and fourth derivatives. However, the second derivative typically shows a cubic structure regardless of engine state. In Figure  3 we show an example for the low margin fueled engine state with averaging (column 5 of Table 2 ). Figure 4 shows the maps for an engine state with high isolator margin. At short time delays (top frame; delay = 0.1 µs) the plot appears linear as there is still high correlation between the signal and its delayed counterpart. In the bottom plot a long delay of 2 µs reveals the absence of correlation or any other higher order structure. The individual points lie in a symmetric cluster that simply spans the range of individual amplitude values for the fluctuation signal.
The situation is very different for an engine state of low isolator margin as the time lag maps of Figure 5 reveal. For short time delays the map looks somewhat similar to that of the high margin case though there clearly are two regions of point concentrations. For long delays, the simple circular symmetry of the high margin case displayed in the bottom half of Figure 4 is replaced by a much more complex structure with two orthogonal planes of symmetry. Again, this points to a more complex fluidic structure in the low-margin case.
Examination of the non-resonant transmission signals acquired in the rotating housing downstream of the combustor reveals a very different picture than that just described for the signals acquired just downstream of the facility nozzle. Both the autocorrelation and derivatives (first -fourth order) indicate no lasting "structure." Likewise, the time-lag maps of the signal are essentially featureless like those in the bottom half of Fig. 4 . The 1/e times of the autocorrelation are consistently more than an order of magnitude shorter than those associated with the upstream data under the same engine state. Equally interesting, the rms amplitude of the non-resonant transmission fluctuations is consistently about an order of magnitude larger than that seen in the upstream data. This may simply reflect the density fluctuations introduced into the edges of the core flow from the shear layer that would form between the core flow and the room air that is drawn in between the outer surface of the combustor and the rotating housing.
An alternative method of looking at transient signal intensity fluctuations to find harbingers of gross fluid state changes is shown graphically in Figure 6 . In short, we Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. examined the short-time (sliding) Fourier transforms of the time series values for static temperature, static pressure, and beam deflection at two locations within the isolator of a fueled axisymmetric engine. The top row shows the power spectra derived from the Fourier transforms at an isolator location upstream of the combustor while the second row shows the same for a measurement location close to the combustor entrance. The temperature and pressure values were derived from optical absorption measurements. The displayed spectra show content at low frequencies (0-50 Hz) along the x axis for a period of time beginning 0.4 seconds before combustor ignition and 0.3 seconds after ignition (y axis). Time zero indicates ignition. All six plots show significant spectral amplitude from 0 to 20+ Hz at time zero and beyond. For the measurement location closest to the combustor entrance (second row), the temperature, pressure and beam deflection signals all show non-zero content 0.3 sec prior to ignition. Most interestingly, the non-resonant beam deflection signal acquired at the upstream location (first row) shows significant spectral content beginning 0.4 sec before ignition.
While these results are not quantifiably conclusive, the information revealed in Figures 1 through 6 indicates that optical signals may be useful in identifying relative engine states; and, more importantly a changing engine state. It is our current working hypotheses that the boundary layer contains the dynamic information we seek to identify and "predict" engine state changes. This has prompted us to do launch to new lines of research. First, we have designed an experiment to be implemented in a rectangular cross-section flow path operated in Mach 2 non-reacting flow mode. The Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. experiment will use off-the-shelf microphones as sound sources mounted flush with the bottom wall of the flowpath. These sound sources will be located at a downstream location. At various upstream locations we will look for evidence of the propagation of the launched acoustic waves using optical methods (most notably beam deflectometry) along with acoustic methods (microphones) and surface measurements (kulites for local pressure). The underlying premise is that the acoustic signal that propagates upstream in the subsonic portion of the boundary layer should reflect the boundary layer state. If the boundary layer changes due to downstream changes in back pressure the amplitude and bandwidth of the driven acoustic signal is likely to change.
The second avenue of new research was captured in our new LRIR proposal. In brief we will adopt optical imaging techniques developed primarily in the medical community to the close study of boundary layer dynamics. Our technique adaptation is designed to image and identify coherent density structures in boundary layers and look for those indicative of changing boundary layer dynamics.
It is highly desirable to the Air Force to have control of hypersonic flow-paths for both ground testing and flight experiments. The flight work presents additional challenges. Inflight optical measurements will necessarily be more restricted than those discussed above both in terms of hardware limitations (e.g. fewer lines of sight) and the ability to repeat experiments. Consequently, a portion of our research is aimed at learning what level of measurement sophistication is required to unambiguously derive information about the hypersonic flow; and, in the long run provide sensor feedback to engine control strategies. Over the past year experimental work was done using the in-house research facilities and the arc-heated facility at NASA Langley for a few months. Additionally, during the summer of 2011, academic partners executed a computational component to the overall effort. Much of the experimental and computational activities directly feed information/experience to the HIFiRE program -flight 2 in particular. The work is broad enough however to be applicable to future experimental flight activities. Specifically, water-based diode laser absorption measurements were made at the exit plane of the HIFiRE-2 engine being tested at Langley. The flight research goal (with respect to the optical instrumentation) is to assess combustion efficiency by using the absorption spectra to assess the time-dependent temperature, pressure and water density and compare this with calculated combustion efficiency based on known fueling conditions, and wall-pressure measurements combined with low order models as well as CFD. A combustion efficiency sensor could provide feedback to a control system devised to optimize engine performance. Measurements were made at three simulated flight Mach numbers under varying fuel schedule. This data is now being analyzed.
It is well known that inlet flow distortion can greatly alter hypersonic engine performance. While such distortion can be measured using intrusive means such as pitot rakes it would be highly desirable to have non-intrusive capability again with an idea toward development of a sensor for engine control. Line-of-sight absorption measurements are capable of extracting velocity as well as pressure and temperature. The research questions rest with issues such as how many lines of sight are needed to uniquely characterize the distorted (or undistorted flow) and at what axial flow locations should they be placed. Due to time and cost constraints it is not feasible to make Approved for public release; distribution unlimited. enough actual measurements to address all unknowns. So, we sought a computational tool to assist with this aspect of the research. To this end, our academic partners worked with us to develop a FORTRAN code that would make virtual absorption measurements along any specified line of sight(s) through any CFD (or other numerical) solution. As a first test case we have applied the code to CFD solutions executed for HIFiRE Flight 1 post flight. This flight experiment included an optical instrumentation package designed to measure velocity using O 2 -based absorption in two cut-outs in the flare at the aft end of the payload. The flow through the cut-outs is quite complex as revealed by the CFD solutions. The optical measurements were studied for a particular time in the vehicle ascent with companion CFD work. The measured velocity and the virtual velocity agree to within uncertainties -both indicating a path-integrated velocity well below that of the axial velocity of the vehicle.
During 2012, this FORTRAN analysis package was transferred from the academic partners to AFRL. Drs. Brown and Hagenmaier have begun using this computational tool set to decide how many optical lines of sight will be needed to acquire needed information during the MSSC engine testing that will commence in 2014 at AEDC. Optical measurements will be used in this effort to assess the level of flow distortion at the entrance to the isolator and to evaluate combustion efficiency at the exit plane of the combustor.
